Interbank markets for term maturities experienced great stress during the 2007-09 financial crisis, as illustrated by the behavior of one-and three-month Libor. Despite widespread interest in these markets, little data are available on dollar interbank lending for maturities beyond overnight. We develop a methodology to infer individual term dollar interbank loans (for maturities between two days and one year) by applying a set of filters to payments settled on the Fedwire Funds Service, the large-value bank payment system operated by the Federal Reserve Banks. Our approach introduces several innovations and refinements relative to previous research by Furfine (1999) and others that measures overnight interbank lending. Diagnostic tests to date suggest our approach provides a novel and useful source of information about the term interbank market, allowing for a number of research applications. Limitations of the algorithm and caveats on its use are discussed in detail. We also present stylized facts based on the algorithm's results, focusing on the 2007-09 period. At the crisis peak following the failure of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, we observe a sharp increase in the dispersion of inferred term interbank interest rates, a shortening of loan maturities, and a decline in term lending volume.
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Introduction
Interbank markets experienced enormous stress during the recent 2007-09 financial crisis, and were seen as a driver of contagion throughout the financial system and to the real economy. The disruption in interbank borrowing conditions for maturities beyond overnight attracted particular attention.
Sharp increases in term interbank rates, as measured by 1-month and 3-month Libor yields (depicted in Figure 1 as a spread to OIS), were widely followed by market participants as key indicators of bank funding stress and the severity of the crisis.
1 Perceptions of a wide dispersion of term interbank rates were reflected in anecdotes of credit-tiering among banks. Financial commentators and officials claimed that interbank lending markets were frozen, and in particular, that banks were unable to borrow interbank funds at tenors beyond overnight. report an estimate of the rate at which they believe they could borrow in the interbank market at various maturities. Recently, however, a range of media reports, academic studies and regulatory investigations have suggested that Libor may at times have been misreported or manipulated by some reporting banks, particularly during the crisis period. 3 No comprehensive measures of term US dollar interbank loan flows are collected, and regulatory data on outstanding volumes is limited.
The goal of this paper is to develop a methodology to infer term US dollar interbank loans at a transaction level using payments data from the Fedwire ® Funds Service 4 , the large-value bank payment system operated by the Federal Reserve. Amongst other functions, the Fedwire Funds
Service is used to settle a significant fraction of US dollar interbank loans. 5 The basic idea of the algorithm is to identify pairs of payments that match the properties of the sending and return leg of an interbank loan: namely, a sending payment from bank A to bank B, and a matching return payment for a slightly larger amount from bank B to A on a later date, where the sending and return payment meet a set of criteria consistent with interbank market conventions. This approach has been used previously to infer overnight interbank lending activity (beginning with seminal research by Furfine, 1999) , but to our knowledge has not previously been used to identify term US dollar interbank loans.
We interpret the results of the algorithm to be a measure of overall interbank market activity;
we do not attempt to distinguish subsets of the market (e.g. term Eurodollar deposits). Historically, algorithms based on the work of Furfine have been used as a method of identifying overnight or term federal funds transactions. The Research Group of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York has 3 For more details, see Snider and Youle (2013) , Duffie, Skeie and Vickery (2013) , Kuo, Skeie and Vickery (2012) , Gyntelberg and Wooldridge (2008) , and Michaud and Upper (2009) . The Wheatley Review of Libor (H.M. Treasury, 2012 ) outlines a range of recommendations for the reform of Libor. 4 "Fedwire" is a registered service mark of the Federal Reserve Banks. 5 CHIPS is the other significant large-value payment system used for settling US dollar interbank loans. Some interbank loans are also settled via book transfers. See Section 2 for more details.
3 recently concluded that the output of its algorithm based on the work of Furfine 6 may not be a reliable method of identifying federal funds transactions. 7 This paper therefore refers to the transactions that are identified using the Research Group's algorithm as overnight or term loans made or intermediated by banks. Use of the term "overnight or term loans made or intermediated by banks" in this paper to describe the output of the Research Group's algorithm is not intended to be and
should not be understood to be a substitute for or to refer to federal funds transactions.
Our methodology infers individual unsecured interbank loans made or intermediated by banks with maturities between two days and one year, loan size, date, time, maturity and implied interest rate. We identify transactions amongst a broad range of Fedwire members, primarily US banks, but also including subsidiaries or branches and agencies of foreign banks, and governmentsponsored enterprises (GSEs). 8 We generally use the term "interbank" to refer broadly to transactions amongst this set of institutions, but also in some cases present disaggregated results depending on the type of receiving or sending institution.
The extension of this type of matching algorithm to maturities beyond overnight introduces several methodological challenges. We introduce a number of refinements to Furfine's approach for overnight loans to ensure computational feasibility, and improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the estimates. For example, we restrict the algorithm to identify only transaction pairs for which the implied loan interest rate is close to a whole number of basis points, based on conversations with New York Fed market analysts suggesting that this corresponds to usual market practice.
As well as describing our approach, we present statistics that shed light on the approximate magnitude of misclassification errors associated with the algorithm. Two types of errors are possible:
6 It should be noted that for its calculation of the effective federal funds rate, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York relies on different sources of data, not on the algorithm output. 7 The output of the algorithm may include transactions that are not federal funds trades and may discard transactions that are federal funds trades. Some evidence suggests that these types of errors in identifying federal funds trades by some banks may be large. 8 These include Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and the Federal Home Loan Banks. 4 the algorithm may by mistake match up two payments that in reality do not constitute the extension and subsequent repayment of an interbank loan (a "Type I" error), or may fail to identify actual unsecured interbank loans (a "Type II" error).
A first source of Type I and Type II errors, statistical in nature, is that the algorithm may fail to correctly identify the set of related transaction pairs in the Fedwire Funds Service. For example, it may by chance match up two transactions that are actually unrelated (a Type I error). A second source of error is that the algorithm may identify transaction pairs that, while related, are not term interbank loans between the proximate counterparties identified in Fedwire payments. For example, the sender and/or receiver of the Fedwire payment may be acting as a correspondent on behalf of another institution. This is an important concern if the research question at hand requires identifying the ultimate borrower and lender of funds, although may be less relevant for inferring overall market trends. A third source of error is that some interbank loans will inevitably not be identified simply because they are not settled over the Fedwire Funds Service.
Our diagnostic tests suggest that the incidence of the first source of errors, i.e. statistical noise, is low. As evidence on Type I statistical errors, we show that implied interest rates on matched transaction pairs are tightly bunched near the prevailing Libor rate prior to the onset of the financial crisis in August 2007. This would not be expected if the algorithm is matching unrelated transactions (instead, we would expect a distribution that is roughly uniform over a wide range of implied interest rates). As evidence on Type II statistical errors, we show that the filters applied by our algorithm would screen out only a relatively small percentage (around 30 percent) of loans in a direct interbank loan dataset obtained from an interbank broker.
Evaluating the second source of errors (i.e. pairs representing transactions other than a term interbank loan between the proximate counterparties identified in the Fedwire Funds Service) is more challenging. In particular, accurately determining the volume of correspondent activity seems difficult. The distribution of implied interest rates does however support our interpretation that the 5 algorithm identifies unsecured loans, rather than secured funding sources such as repurchase agreements, which have lower interest rates.
We emphasize more generally that the results of the algorithm reflect noisy inferences, not direct loan data, and so caution should be exercised when studying them. 9 Our overall interpretation is that the algorithm's results provide useful insights into interbank unsecured funding markets, but researchers making use of the results of Furfine-type algorithms, either at overnight or term maturities, should attempt to corroborate results against other data sources where possible, and to conduct robustness checks on subsets of the sample that may be less likely to be subject to inference problems, such as loans originated by GSEs, or by small banks. Limitations of the algorithm, and caveats on its use, are discussed in more detail in the body of this paper.
Bearing these caveats in mind, the algorithm's results can be used to study a variety of features of the term interbank market, such as interest rates, volumes and maturities. While the primary purpose of this paper is to describe the algorithm itself, we also report stylized facts on term interbank market activity during the 2007-09 financial crisis period. Broadly consistent with movements in Libor, we estimate that one-month and three-month term rates increased considerably relative to OIS during the crisis, particularly after the failure of Lehman Brothers in September 2008.
The cross-sectional distribution of term rates also becomes much more diffuse following the onset of the crisis in August 2007. This dispersion is most pronounced at the crisis peak in late 2008.
Our estimates also suggest that (maturity-weighted) average issuance of new interbank term loans decreased from roughly $140 billion to $90 billion around the default of Lehman Brothers, but was relatively stable in the early part of the crisis. These results are broadly consistent with Afonso et al. (2011) , who study the overnight interbank market during this period. However, we also identify significant movements in the maturity structure of inferred interbank lending, which Afonso et al. (2011) are not able to analyze. We observe a noticeable shortening of the maturity of newly originated loans around the crisis peak. Specifically, there is a sharp decline in the fraction of loan originations with a maturity of three months or more.
To our knowledge, this paper represents the first systematic attempt to extend the original Furfine (1999) methodology for overnight interbank loans to identify longer-term dollar interbank loans. There are numerous potential applications of the output of this term algorithm for studying aspects of the interbank market and the recent crisis. 10 For example, Kuo, Skeie and Vickery (2012) use output from this algorithm, as well as a number of other data sources, to analyze the behavior of Libor during the financial crisis. Duffie, Skeie and Vickery (2013) use the results of the algorithm to help evaluate the statistical properties of a sampling-window approach to computing a Libor fixing.
Perhaps most closely related to this paper, independent work by Heijmans, Heuver and Walraven (2010) extends the Furfine matching approach to identify and study euro-denominated Dutch term interbank loans settled on TARGET2, the European payment system. Our approach is also related to other papers that have developed refinements of the overnight-loan Furfine (1999) approach, or used alternative data sources to study interbank market behavior. For example, Demiralp, Preslopsky, and Whitesell (2006) examine calendar-day effects and brokered federal funds volumes using results from a modified Furfine algorithm. Bartolini, Hilton and McAndrews (2010) analyze overnight interbank loan data from an interbank broker in comparison to the Furfine 10 Furfine-type algorithms have previously been widely used to study a range of questions on overnight interbank markets. Afonso et al. (2011) study how the overnight interbank market evolved after the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, finding that the market did not collapse, but that spreads and flows became more sensitive to borrower characteristics. Furfine (2001) finds evidence even in non-crisis times that federal fund spreads vary with borrower credit risk. Ashcraft, McAndrews and Skeie (2011) show that overnight interbank rates reflected the price of liquidity during the crisis, and exhibited greater volatility because of weaker banks that held precautionary reserves overnight. Related US literature includes Ashcraft and Bleakley (2006) , Ashcraft and Duffie (2007) , and Bech and Atalay (2010) . Other papers use Furfine-based methods to study non-US interbank markets. For example, Wetherilt, Soramäki, and Zimmerman (2009) examine CHAPS payments data to study how the network structure of the sterling interbank market changed during the recent crisis, and Akram and Christophersen (2010) match interbank loans on the Real Time Gross Settlement system of Norges Bank, the Norwegian central bank.
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algorithm to study settlement delays in overnight money markets. Bech and Klee (2011) also use broker data along with the Furfine algorithm to study the effects of different sectors of the overnight federal funds market since the implementation of interest on reserves.
While most interbank loans are negotiated over-the-counter, some euro interbank lending occurs on a market exchange in Italy called e-MID, over which a small amount of term lending occurs, as studied by Angelini, Nobili and Picillo (2009) and Schwarz (2010) . Quarterly bankreported data on outstanding interbank credit exposures is used to examine interbank lending for German banks by Craig and von Peter (2010) and for Dutch banks by Liedorp et al. (2010) .
The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the institutional background.
Section 3 describes the main steps involved in the algorithm. Section 4 analyzes the magnitude of statistical noise associated with the algorithm. Section 5 discusses the types of potential loans that may be identified by the algorithm, and the extent to which we believe these can be distinguished.
Section 6 presents summary statistics on the results of the algorithm during 2007-09. Section 7 concludes. The technical appendix presents detailed information on the algorithm structure.
Institutional background
The interbank market consists of loans made from one bank to another, or more broadly, from one financial institution to another. Interbank borrowing by banks includes loans from other depository institutions as well as from non-bank financial institutions, such as GSEs. Wholesale funding more broadly includes borrowing in a wider range of money market instruments, such as certificates of deposit (CDs), commercial paper and repurchase agreements, and from a wider range of institutional entities that include financial intermediaries (e.g. banks and money market funds) as well as nonfinancial corporations. Wholesale funding excludes retail borrowing (e.g., small insured deposits).
Access to unsecured interbank borrowing is important for many banking firms, because many bank assets are opaque, nonmarketable loans that are difficult to use as collateral. Borrowing maturities 8 range from overnight to at least one year. Interbank loans are also sometimes referred to as "trades,"
with "buy" corresponding to borrow and "sell" corresponding to lend.
Banks borrow on the interbank market and broader wholesale markets at a range of maturities for several reasons. First, many banks use wholesale borrowing as a part of their structural funding, which refers to borrowing that is part of a bank's continuing, perpetual funding source. Some banks have little access to retail deposits and borrow primarily in wholesale funding markets. Second, banks borrow at multiple maturities and overlap or "ladder" borrowing to manage interest rate risk, liquidity risk, and rollover risk. Term borrowing can help insulate banks against a sudden inability to borrow and against unexpected liquidity withdrawals (see Acharya and Skeie, 2011) . Many banks also manage intraday liquidity needs caused by unexpected payments shocks with overnight borrowing arranged late in the day (Ashcraft et al., 2011) .
Unsecured US dollar interbank loans, the focus of this paper, are generally negotiated bilaterally over-the-counter. Many interbank loans are arranged through brokers. Some large money center banks act as dealers, particularly in the overnight market, providing liquidity and credit and earning profits from the bid-ask spread and from arbitrage (see Ashcraft and Duffie, 2007 (Stigum, 2007) .
represent a relatively small fraction of total bank liabilities, interbank loans play an important role as the marginal bank funding source both intraday and in the short-term on a weekly and monthly basis.
As the marginal funding source for many banks, rates and volumes of wholesale funding in these markets are important for understanding the overall availability of finance to banks.
Description of term algorithm
This section describes the main steps involved in implementing the term algorithm.
The Fedwire Funds Service
The source data for the algorithm are the transaction logs of the Fedwire Funds Service, the real-time 
Example
Using the Fedwire data, we develop and apply a generalized version of the algorithm developed by Furfine (1999) to identify matching back-and-forth pairs of payments whose characteristics suggest they are likely to be term unsecured interbank loans. An illustrative example of the type of payment pair matched by the algorithm is shown below. In this example, Bank A lends $65m to Bank B for one month, at an annualized interest rate of 3.04% 15 . In the Fedwire Funds Service, this loan appears as a payment of $65m from Bank A to Bank B on 7/7/2008, and a return payment from Bank B to Bank A one month later for a slightly larger amount, $65,170,155.56. We refer to the first payment as the "sending leg," and the second payment as the "return leg" of the pair.
Figure 2: Payment pair
The basic idea of the algorithm is to search the Fedwire Funds Service for payment pairs like the one shown above. We first identify large round-number payments, which are candidate sending legs. For each candidate, we then search for return payments for a slightly larger amount with a date up to one year after the sending leg. The sending and return leg, as well as the resulting payment pair, must satisfy a range of filters designed to screen out spurious matches.
Steps in the algorithm
The main steps in the algorithm are as follows. A more detailed description of the filters outlined below is provided in the technical Appendix. We then search for transaction pairs amongst the candidate send and return transactions identified above. In order to be retained, the loan pair must satisfy the following additional filters.
Filter 3:
The loan pair is retained if (i) the implied maturity is 2-31 calendar days (or one month, whichever is shortest) or 1-12 months (plus or minus one business day), and (ii) the implied annualized interest rate is between 150bp below and 150bp above the Libor fixing rate of the same maturity 18 , and is within five cents of being a whole number of basis points. The decision to exclude trades not in whole basis points is based in part on communication from the NY Fed market analysts that this corresponds to usual market convention.
 E.g. The pair of payments identified above corresponds to a thirty-one day loan with an
annualized interest rate of exactly 3.04000%. 17 Return legs in increments of $1,000 are excluded because they are a major source of Type I errors. The round return amount easily creates whole-basis point implied rates, resulting in spikes in trade volume at interest rates apart from Libor that are difficult to explain otherwise. 18 We assume, consistent with the convention reported on the BBA website, that trades are settled on the Fedwire Funds Service two business days after they are dealt. Thus the Libor fixing that we reference is from two business days prior to the date that the sending leg passes over the Fedwire Funds Service. 19 Consistent with this prior, in our own analysis we find that non-whole-basis point trades identified by our filter are much less tightly clustered around Libor than whole-basis-point pairs in the pre-crisis period.
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Filter 4: Apply a tiebreaker in situations where the sending leg of the pair matches multiple return legs, or the return leg matches multiple sending legs. Our default tiebreaker is to keep the transaction pair of shortest implied maturity.
20
We use this shortest maturity tiebreaker in Step 4 because it biases us against finding loans at long horizons, and because it does not bias trades towards being close to the Libor fixing rate, within the search range of Libor +/-150bp. However, we have also experimented with two other tiebreakers: (i) picking a matched trade at random, and (ii) keeping the matched trade whose interest rate is closest to the Libor rate of the same maturity. We also consider the inferred loans which result when we drop all send and return legs which are involved in any ties, keeping only those which are uniquely matched. The properties of the set of identified transaction pairs are largely robust to which of these matching methods is used.
21
We do not attempt to identify loans with non-whole-month maturities beyond a term of one month, in part to save time and computational resources, in part because of feedback from market participants that such loans are relatively unusual, and in part because Libor fixings are only reported at whole month maturities beyond one month. Summary statistics reported below suggest that one and three month loans, as well as term loans for maturities of less than one month, represent the largest share of measured lending volume.
Matching rates
We apply the algorithm to the set of potential sending legs passing over Table 1 are not necessarily unique; we apply a tie-breaking procedure to the final set of matched pairs from column 6, as described below.
[Insert Tables 1a and 1b here] The first column reports the set of matches surviving a relatively weak filter requiring only that the send leg be at least $10 million and in multiples of $50,000 and that the return leg not be in multiples of $10,000. About 5 million send-return pairs survive this initial filter in the pre-crisis time period (14 million in the crisis period). Few of these are unique one-to-one matches.
The number of qualifying send-return pairs decreases sharply as additional filters are imposed. Notably, column three shows results after imposing the condition that send-return pairs have implied interest rates in whole basis points. This restriction eliminates a high percentage of candidate trades, reducing the number of candidates in the pre-crisis period from 5 million to just 48,800. Subsequent filters, particularly the requirement that the return leg not be in round units of $1,000, further reduce the set of candidate pairs. Our preferred filter is in column six. 23 It includes 27,040 transaction pairs for the pre-crisis period (1/1/07 to 8/9/07), and 86,327 observations for the crisis period (8/10/07 to 3/31/09).
Notably, only a minority of the surviving send-return pairs in column six represent a unique match (e.g. for the pre-crisis period, 9,296 of the 27,040 surviving pairs are unique). For the remainder, either the return leg is matched to multiple send legs, the send leg is matched to multiple return legs, or a set of multiple send legs and return legs are matched together. How important these different ties are for our estimates depends on how different these ties are from one another. For example, a send leg could be matched to multiple return legs, all of which occur on the same date and 23 The last step of this filter involves removing overnight loans which are made over three day weekends and other banking holidays. In keeping with our practice of removing overnight loans recovered by the standard Furfine algorithm, we remove these additional loans which are essentially overnight loans.
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are for the same amount. In this case, the set of inferred loans will be exactly the same regardless of how the "tie" is resolved (i.e. which return leg is chosen). Alternatively, the send leg could be matched to multiple returns which all occur on the same date but are in different amounts. In this case, whichever way the tie is resolved will leave the inferred maturities unchanged, but the final inferred loan interest rate will depend on exactly how the tie is resolved.
To examine the prevalence of these different sorts of ties, we partition the send-return pairs from column 6 of Table 1 into sixteen categories based on the status of both the send and the return, broken down into pre-crisis and crisis periods. This breakdown is presented in Tables 2a and 2b . In the pre-crisis period, reported in Table 2a , there are 20,957 pairs where the send leg(s) matched to a unique return leg and 9,656 pairs where the return leg(s) uniquely matched to the send leg.
[Insert Tables 2a-2d here] We also observe 11,039 cases where return legs matched to multiple send legs, but where each send leg is for the same amount and date. This type of tie can occur, for example, when one bank sends a large number of identical-sized payments to another bank on the same day (e.g. multiple transfers of $10m). Given the structure of the algorithm, if any one of these send legs is matched to a return, each of them will be. For our purposes however these ties are innocuous, since any way of resolving them will necessarily leave the overall volume and rate estimates unchanged.
Of greater importance are 6,326 returns which are matched to multiple sends which differ in regards to amounts and dates. Note that there are no pairs where the return is matched to multiple sends which occur on the same date but in different amounts. This is because send legs must be denominated in multiples of $100,000. Being matched to two same-day send legs $100,000 or more apart will require that one of the matches' implied interest rate to be outside of the interest rate band we consider, so it is unsurprising that zero returns are matched to two same-day different-amount sends. The results are broadly similar in the crisis period, which is reported in Table 2b . 16 There are several ways to count the number of ties in a many-to-many match. Consider a situation where one send leg is matched to ten return legs. One way is to count this as ten ties, which is the way ties are counted over the combined period reported in Table 2c and in prior tables. But in an important sense this statistic significantly overstates the number of ties, because once a tiebreaker is implemented, only one of these ten ties remains. Table 2d reports the number of inferred loans that participated in ties post-tiebreaker, which shows a greatly reduced amount. For example, the number of send-return pairs where both the send is matched to multiple non-identical returns and the return is matched to multiple non-identical sends drops from 15,834 to 1,348 after imposing a tiebreaker. This is consistent with our finding that an average tied send is tied to roughly 14 returns on average. In other words, a small number of sends and returns are responsible for most of the ties.
Perhaps the best approach to gauge the importance of these ties for our overall volume and term interest rate estimates is to compare these estimates across different tiebreaking methods. We present the results from different tiebreaking methods in Table 3 . Four approaches are considered: (1) resolving ties by choosing the send-return pair with the closest implied interest rate to the corresponding-maturity Libor rate, (2) resolving ties by choosing the send-return pair with the shortest implied maturity, (3) resolving ties randomly, and (4) keeping only those send-return pairs which are uniquely matched to one another. After eliminating ties using the shortest-maturity tiebreaker there are 47,027 term loans over 1/2/2007 -3/31/2009. Table 3 compares the shortestmaturity tiebreaker with the alternative random and closest-to-Libor tiebreakers as well as a tiebreaking procedure which only keeps sends and return pairs involving a unique match.
[Insert Table 3 here]
By most measures (e.g. number of loans per day, total loan value, and average maturity), the resulting sets of transaction pairs are similar across the four tiebreaking methods. The most obvious variation across methods is that the unique-match tiebreaker has one-third fewer observations than the other three. The balance represents inferred loans which are involved in ties.
Statistics on matching rates and signal-to-noise ratio
The algorithm described above aims to infer unsecured term interbank loans from an underlying payments dataset. Such a process is inevitably imperfect and involves both Type I and Type II errors.
As discussed in the introduction, three main sources of errors are possible.
(i) Statistical misclassifications. The algorithm may incorrectly match together two unrelated payments passing over the Fedwire Funds Service, a Type I error. Conversely, the algorithm may fail to identify an actual round-trip loan passing over the Fedwire Funds Service, because the loan does not satisfy the algorithm's filters (e.g. a loan that is not for a round dollar amount), a Type II error.
(ii) Related payment pairs that are not interbank loans. The algorithm may identify a payment pair that represents another type of transaction, other than an unsecured term interbank loan (e.g. a tri-party or bilateral repurchase agreement, or a dollar roll). A related issue is that the algorithm may identify an interbank loan for which the sender (receiver) is acting as a correspondent or intermediary for another financial institution, rather than being the final lender (borrower) of funds.
(iii) Interbank loans not settled via the Fedwire Funds Service. As discussed in Stigum and Crescenzi (2007) , a significant fraction of dollar interbank loans are settled over other payment systems, particularly CHIPS, rather than over the Fedwire Funds Service. This creates an error of omission; the algorithm will identify only a subset of total US-dollar interbank lending activity.
In this section we consider the first source of error, that is, statistical Type I and Type II misclassifications. We turn to the other sources of error in section 5.
Type I and Type II statistical errors
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The algorithm's design attempts to balance a tradeoff between Type I and Type II errors. Applying a more restrictive filter will reduce Type I "false positive" errors, but will drop any actual interbank loans that violate the filter, generating Type II "false negative" errors. For example, our preferred filter restricts interest rates to be in whole basis points. As we saw earlier, this restriction is extremely effective, reducing the number of candidate send-return pairs by 99% (because unrelated payment matched by chance are unlikely to generate an implied interest rate exactly in whole basis points).
However, if actual term loans occur at interest rates that are not in round basis points, the algorithm will skip such loans and generate Type II errors.
In order to ascertain the frequency with which our preferred filter screens out actual term loans, we examine a dataset on brokered interbank loans over 2000-2004 provided by BCG Brokers.
The overnight portion of this dataset has been examined in several in previous studies, including Bartolini et al. (2008) and Bartolini et al. (2010) . We examine the term loans in this data to determine whether these loans satisfy the requirements of our filters. 24 Table 1 presented earlier reports the percentage of these brokered term loans that remain as increasingly stringent filters are
imposed. As the table shows, 71% of the loans from the BCG brokered loan dataset satisfy the conditions of our "preferred" set of filters from column 6. 26, 27 For this reason, we view this filter set as providing an appropriate balance between Type I and Type II statistical misclassification errors.
These filters are restrictive enough to reduce the total candidate number of send-return pairs from 5 24 The brokered data does not record the identity of the sender and the borrower, so could not be directly linked up to our matched payments, even if it was over a similar time period. 26 This comparison of course assumes that the features of term interbank loans from the brokered dataset are representative of the term interbank market as a whole and for the different period we examine. Notably, however, key features of the brokered data corroborate independent reports received by us that term loans primarily occur at whole basis point interest rates and in "round lot" payments. 27 The percentage of brokered trades which survive is not a direct estimate of the final Type II error rate, because the tiebreaking step could potentially have a substantive impact on this rate. The difficulties arise when a send leg of an actual transaction is matched to multiple return legs, which can be a mixture of actual interbank loan return legs and completely unrelated payments. Tiebreaking methods which are less likely to select actual return legs over unrelated payments in such situations will deliver inferior Type II error rates relative to the brokered data rates we report. Assessing the exact Type II error rate is difficult and attempts to do so for the standard overnight Furfine algorithm have not been successful to this point. million to just 27,040 (for the pre-crisis period), but are permissive enough that a large majority of a sample of actual interbank loans satisfy them.
We use the relative frequency of matches with "unusual" interest rates and maturities as another diagnostic tool. The fraction of loans with non-Libor maturities (e.g. 22 day loans) in Table   1a decreases from 69% of initial matches to 23% of the matches for the preferred filter. (Percentages are similar for Table 1b .) Similarly, in Table 1a , the number of pairs with interest rates more than 30bp away from Libor drops from 80% of our initial matches to 29% in our preferred filter. This is notable because one would expect few transactions >30bp from Libor in the pre-financial-crisis period. Finally, the interquartile range of the spread-to-Libor generally narrows as filters from our preferred version of the algorithm are successively applied. These findings represent further evidence that the filters we apply improve the signal-to-noise properties of the algorithm.
Analysis of signal-to-noise ratio
Another test for the incidence of Type I statistical errors (i.e. the extent to which the algorithm identifies unrelated transactions by chance), is to examine the histogram of the final set of matched transaction pairs, after applying all filters and tiebreakers, during the "quiet" period before the initial onset of the financial crisis in August 2007. In this period we anticipate that nearly all Fedwire members would be able to borrow at a rate close to Libor. If the algorithm's results represent actual term loans made or intermediated by banks, we would thus expect to observe a distribution of loan rates tightly clustered around the Libor fixing rate. If algorithm is noisy, and primarily identifies pairs of unrelated payments, one would expect to observe a roughly uniform distribution of loan interest rates, since nothing about the design of our algorithm biases it towards finding trades close to the Libor fixing rate (recall that the default tiebreaker is to select the shortest-maturity loan).
The histogram of matched one-month and three-month loan rates during this pre-crisis period is presented in Figure 3 . There is indeed a tightly bunched distribution of loan rates around Libor, both at a one-month and three-month maturity. The interquartile range for loan interest rates is 20 around 5 basis points (bp) for both maturities, despite the fact we search for trades over an interval of 300bp. There are small, roughly symmetric, quantities of loans at interest rates far from Libor, which we interpret as being primarily randomly matched unrelated trades (although some may be actual loans). This exercise strongly suggests a high fraction of matched trades are actually related payment pairs, rather than noise. 
Government sponsored entities and small banks
A different diagnostic test involves separately analyzing loans involving either GSEs or smaller banks. If the algorithm's final results involve matches of unrelated payment pairs that are not loans, then banks sending a high volume of non-loan payments over Fedwire will generate a higher fraction of Type I errors. We expect this would be the case for large banking organizations, which play a more central role in the payments system. The incidence of such errors conversely is likely to be lower amongst GSEs and small banks, which we expect to have proportionately lower levels of unrelated payment volume due to their reduced activity in other markets. stemming from a greater number of unrelated large payments.
[Insert Table 4 here]
Summing up, the measures considered in this section suggest that the algorithm seems to perform quite well, and the purely statistical errors involved are well understood. The algorithm filters eliminate a high fraction of our initial matches while eliminating only a small portion of actual term interbank loans from a dataset of brokered loans. We also find that the distribution of implied term interest rates is clustered tightly around Libor in the period before August 2007, with an interquartile range of approximately 5 basis points, suggesting the algorithm identifies few unrelated transaction pairs. Table 4 suggests that the signal-to-noise ratio of the algorithm may be higher for GSEs and small banks than for large banking firms.
What types of transactions are identified by the algorithm?
The evidence above suggests only a small fraction of the matched payment pairs represent random statistical noise. However, an alternative possibility is that at least some of them represent round-trip transactions of types other than unsecured term loans between the proximate counterparties identified in the Fedwire Funds Service. Two (non-mutually-exclusive) cases seem plausible:
because as the level of unrelated payments increase, not only are there more unrelated possible sends, but the probability that any particular send will be matched with an unrelated return is greater due to the greater number of possible returns. This could lead to a compounding effect where the number of Type I errors increases rapidly in the absolute level of unrelated payments, making large banks much noisier in comparison to small banks and GSEs.
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1. The payment pair reflects a different type of lending transaction, such as a repurchase agreement (repo) or secured term loan.
The sender (recipient) identified in the Fedwire Funds Service is not the ultimate provider
(beneficiary) of funds, but instead is acting as a correspondent or agent for another party.
Below we discuss whether a significant fraction of the matched pairs identified by our algorithm are likely to fall into these categories. Table 5 lists a range of common short-term secured and unsecured funding instruments used by US financial institutions. Below we consider whether these instruments are likely to be settled over the Fedwire Funds Service, and/or to be identified by our algorithm.
Potential transaction types
[Insert Table 5 here]
Interbank loans settled over CHIPS and book transfers. CHIPS is an alternative electronic payment system for large US dollar transactions. A significant volume of interbank loans are settled over CHIPS. Others may also be settled directly by a book transfer, in cases where the depositor and borrower have accounts at a common institution. Since our algorithm identifies only Fedwire transactions, volumes estimated by the algorithm represent only a subset of the total dollardenominated interbank market. This is an unavoidable limitation of our approach. Future research could, however, apply our approach to other payment systems.
Money market instruments.
It is possible that part of the algorithm's output of the algorithm reflect the issuance, sale and/or maturing of money market instruments such as certificates of deposit (CDs), commercial paper (CP), and short-term government securities (T-bills). DTC Securities Services. 31 As a precaution, we exclude from the final set of payment pairs any payments to or from a settlement institution, including the DTC, CLS or CHIPS, or those involving the US government, or the Federal Reserve System. We also exclude inferred loans that imply borrowing by an international agency or foreign central bank.
A further consideration is that CP and T-bills are issued on a discount basis, implying that the initial sending leg is likely to be slightly less than a round amount (e.g. $99.98m). Such transactions would be discarded by our algorithm, which requires the sending leg to be a round number. 32 Despite these considerations, to our knowledge we are unable to entirely rule out the possibility that a CD issued by a bank may be identified by the algorithm. A large unsecured CD is a wholesale funding instrument similar in economic substance to a term interbank loan, although it may have greater secondary market liquidity.
Repos. Repos are short-term secured loans collateralized by Treasury or agency securities, corporate bonds, equities or other securities. While many repos have an overnight maturity, some are for longer terms, and many are "open," in the sense that they roll over automatically unless one party explicitly chooses to cancel the transaction.
An important segment of the repo market is the "tri-party" repo market, in which a clearing bank provides intermediation services to the cash investor and collateral provider. Copeland, Martin and Walker (2010) provide a detailed analysis of this market. Settlement of tri-party repo transactions themselves occurs on the books of the relevant tri-party clearing bank, and thus would not be expected to be settled over the Fedwire Funds Service. As a precaution, however, we exclude inferred loans from State Street to either JP Morgan Chase or the Bank of New York. State Street is 31 In this case, the clearing and settlement platform undertakes both the transfer of securities, through its role as a custodian, and the transfer of funds on a book-entry basis between accounts held by members of the system (hence the term "delivery versus payment"). Fedwire Securities Service provides these services for a subset of security types, including marketable US Treasury securities, securities issued by government agencies and GSEs, and securities issued by certain international organizations. While operated by the Federal Reserve, this system is entirely separate from the Fedwire Funds Service data used as the basis for our algorithm. 32 Commercial paper data used in Acharya, Schnabl and Suarez (2011) 
Correspondent transactions. A final possibility is that our algorithm identifies transactions
where the receiving and/or sending institution are acting as a correspondent on behalf of the financial beneficiary of funds. In some cases, the final beneficiary may be a related party of the receiver bank that is not a Fedwire member (e.g. a nonbank or non-US subsidiary). In other cases it may be an unrelated third party. Our interpretation is that our matched dataset is likely to include a nontrivial quantity of correspondent loans. We speculate that correspondent activity is likely to be larger in cases where the sender or receiver are large firms, or are US branches or subsidiaries of foreign banking institutions. As discussed earlier, the presence of correspondent transactions may be of little concern (or actually beneficial) for research that seeks to measure overall interbank activity.
However, it is likely to be of greater concern if the research strategy relies on correctly identifying the identity of the sending and receiving institution.
The distribution of implied interest rates
As an additional diagnostic test of the algorithm's output, we compare the distribution of implied interest rates for payment pairs identified by the algorithm to market interest rates for different 25 instruments of the corresponding maturity. We do this over different phases of the financial crisis period, a period where there is significant dispersion between secured and unsecured funding rates.
Our prior is that, particularly prior to the onset of the crisis, transactions should be centered close to Libor, considering that Libor is the most widely-used measure of term interbank borrowing costs. If, on the other hand, the algorithm instead identifies secured transactions, we should observe a distribution of implied interest rates centered on repo rates. (Interest rates on the graph are normalized relative to the relevant MBS reverse repo rate.) Prior to the peak of the financial crisis, the distribution of interest rates is unimodal and centered near the Libor fixing rate. Notably, the histogram does not exhibit volume spikes at repo rates or the OIS rate. This is clearer to see following the onset of the crisis, when inferred interbank rates are more diffuse, allowing their relation to different index rates to be distinguished more easily. The plot is consistent with our earlier argument that it is unlikely the algorithm identifies significant volumes of repo agreements or other types of secured loans. Such loans would be expected to settle on other payment systems, and should also involve lower interest rates than the distribution observed in Figure 4 .
Also notable in the figure is the fact that the distribution of inferred interest rates becomes strikingly more diffuse, and less bell-shaped, around the peak of the financial crisis (9/15/2008 to 11/11/2008) . This presumably lenders' concerns about interbank counterparty credit risk during this period of financial stress, as well as other factors.
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As discussed above, one significant limitation of the algorithm is the difficulty of identifying whether the proximate counterparties identified in the Fedwire Funds Service are also the final counterparties (i.e. that these parties are not acting as correspondents). Our impression is that it is likely to be difficult to fully overcome this limitation, given the structure of the payments data. The quantity of correspondent transactions is likely to vary significantly by institution (e.g. it seems likely to be lower for GSEs, which use the interbank market as principals, rather than as financial intermediaries). These differences could be used to identify subsets of the set of algorithm payment pairs that are less likely to be correspondent transactions, if necessary for the question at hand.
The issue of correspondent lending is also considered by Armantier and Copeland (2012) , Specifically, AC find that 64% of the transactions identified by the overnight algorithm are not federal funds loans, based on a loan-level federal funds identifier provided by these two banks. We note that the research question and methodology of AC differs from this paper in several ways: (i) AC consider the algorithm's performance in measuring federal funds activity, not interbank lending defined more broadly, (ii) AC examines only overnight lending, while this paper examines only term lending, (iii) AC apply different filters to Fedwire data than this paper does 33 , (iv) AC focuses on two banks, while this paper examines the aggregate results of the term algorithm. These differences aside, however, AC suggest that correspondent lending is a likely reason for "false positives" observed in their sample, consistent with the discussion above. As discussed earlier, the potential presence of 33 For example, unlike this paper, the algorithm used by AC excludes a large volume of transactions based on the value of a business function code provided as part of the Fedwire transaction log. This may help to exclude transaction pairs which may be more likely to be other types of overnight loans that are not federal funds. Conversely, our term algorithm drops payment pairs for which the implied interest rate is not a whole number of basis points, while the algorithm used by AC retains such pairs in the sample.
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correspondent lending activity may or may not be an important concern, depending on the research question at hand.
Summary statistics
We now present some simple summary statistics for the final sample of transaction pairs identified by the algorithm, again focusing on inferred loans originated between January 2007 and March 2009. Figure 5 plots the total measured volume of term loans made or intermediated by banks issued over this period. The figure is split up into five maturity buckets: 2-7 days, 8 days up to one month (but excluding one month), 1-2 months, 3-5 months, and 6-12 months. At each maturity, origination volumes are computed as daily volumes multiplied by the maturity of the identified transaction in business days. This is done so that loan volumes across maturities can be compared appropriately (otherwise short-term loan volumes will be magnified, because they are rolled over more proportionately frequently). In steady state, these origination statistics would correspond to the outstanding volume of term loans of each maturity.
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As the figure shows, our algorithm identifies a significant volume of implied term loans made or intermediated by banks. Total volumes generally lie between $100bn and $150bn, although with significant variation over time. A broad spectrum of maturities is represented, including a nontrivial volume of loans with a tenor of three months or more.
Inferred term interbank lending activity declines sharply in the period around the failure of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, from approximately $140bn to $90bn, although it remains 34 For example, imagine we wish to compare two banks, A and B. Bank A rolls over $50m of overnight interbank loans each business day. Bank B rolls over $10m of term loans each day, where each term loan has a maturity of 5 business days. In steady state, both these banks have $50m of interbank loans outstanding at any point in time.
However, if we plotted total issuance volume, bank A's volume would be five times larger than bank B, simply because each loan is rolled over five times as often. For this reason, the approach in Figure 4 would multiply bank B's issuance volume by 5, the maturity of each loan. While we could instead simply plot volumes of outstanding loans in Figure 4 , which looks similar, except that it moves sluggishly in response to changes in fundamentals, because loan volumes respond only when the old loans mature.
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relatively stable earlier in the crisis, with the exception of significant volatility associated with yearend 2007. This is notable in light of the findings of Afonso et al. (2011) that overnight interbank lending is relatively robust during this same time period. One potential reason for relatively robust overnight lending could be a switch in lending activity from term to overnight. Figure 4 suggests that this switching explanation is not quantitatively important for the 2007-09 period taken as a whole. It could be relevant for certain sub-periods, however, particularly the crisis peak in late 2008. Complementing Figure 5 , Table 6 presents some basic summary statistics for the transaction pairs identified by the algorithm, including loan size, number of observations and loan spreads relative to the OIS rate. Consistent with publicly available interest rate metrics such as Libor, we observe a large increase in the spread of implied interbank loan interest rates relative to OIS. Perhaps more surprisingly, Table 6 shows an increase in average loan sizes over time. This primarily reflects a compositional shift; namely an increase in the share of lending by the GSE sector (implied GSE loans are significantly larger than non-GSE loans, as shown in Table 4 ).
[Insert Table 6 here] Table 7 presents more detail about the maturity distribution of identified transaction pairs during different phases of the crisis. As in Figure 5 , we observe significant changes in the maturity structure of identified transaction pairs at and after the crisis peak. Specifically, there is a marked increase in the fraction of short term loans (those with maturities less than one month) and a significant decline in the fraction of originations with maturities beyond three months.
[Insert Table 7 here]
Summary and conclusions
Our analysis to date suggests that the results of the algorithm described in this paper are informative, and provide useful insights into the characteristics of the US dollar term interbank market. For example, we find that the distribution of implied loan interest rates is very tightly bunched around the Libor fixing rate prior to the onset of the financial crisis, suggesting that the algorithm's results contain few payment pairs matched together purely by statistical chance. Conversely, we show using 30 data from an interbank broker that more than 70 percent of a sample of actual term interbank loans satisfy the filters imposed by our algorithm.
While we view the diagnostic checks in this paper as encouraging, we also note that, as with the original overnight matching algorithm of Furfine (1999) , caution should be exercised given that the results of the algorithm reflect inferences about underlying loans, not direct data.
In addition to describing the algorithm methodology, we present a number of novel stylized facts about the characteristics of term loans made or intermediated by banks, both before and during the recent crisis. For example, we document a shortening of inferred term loan maturity and decrease in loan volume around the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers, although not a complete breakdown of the term market. We also find that in addition to the large increase in term lending rates as a spread to OIS, there was a very large increase in the cross-sectional dispersion of term interbank rates during the financial crisis, particularly at the crisis peak.
Technical Appendix: Algorithm filters
This technical appendix describes in more detail the filters we apply in order to construct the dataset of inferred term loans made or intermediated by banks.
We begin with a record of all payments passing over Fedwire Funds Service. Fedwire is a largevalue, real-time gross settlement system in the United States that is used by around seven thousand financial institutions, Federal Reserve Banks, and government agencies to send and receive US dollar payments of funds. The sender of the payment initiates the transaction, which is final and irrevocable.
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The fields from the transaction journal that were used in this project are as follows: We then match together sending and return legs that satisfy these filters, as long as the payment pair satisfies the properties described below.
Filter 3: Matched payment pairs. Payment pairs are retained if the sending and return legs satisfy the filters described above, and the maturity and imputed interest rate of the loan implied by the payment pair satisfy the criteria described below.
Allowable maturities:  2 -29 days  4 weeks: following business day rule for maturity date  1-12 months: modified following business day rule for maturity date  For 1-12 months we include loans with a maturity date falling one business day before and after the proper maturity date. We do this to accommodate occasional deviations from the maturity date convention.
Allowable interest rates:
 Rate is greater than 1/32 of a percent and within +/-150 bp of Libor fixing; symmetric band about the Libor fixing is always maintained and imposes a null hypothesis that the Libor fixing represents the average ask rate that the borrowers in our sample face: o 2 -5 days falls within Libor overnight bucket o 6 -10 days falls within Libor 1 week bucket o 11 -17 days falls within Libor 2 week bucket o 18 -24 days falls within Libor 3 week bucket:  Libor 3 week generated by averaging Libor 2 week and Libor 1 month fixings o 1 -12 month +/-1 business day fall within the respective Libor 1-12 month bucket  Rate is in basis point increments; rounding of +/-5 cents on the return leg is permitted Note that to implement this interest rate filter, we use the following rules:
 The imputed interest rate in percent is calculated as 100 x [(repayment -principal)/principal] x (360/calendar days).  Reference Libor fixing is from two business days prior to settlement date.
o Holiday in US but none in London:
 Assume that term trades continue to be dealt in London.  Trades settled on the business day after a US holiday will reference the average of the Libor rate from two and three business days prior o Holiday in London but none in US:
 Assume that term trades continue to be dealt in the US.  Trades dealt on a London holiday reference the most recent Libor fixing.
36 e.g. Payment of $65m from bank A to bank B on Jul 7, 2008 . Payment of $65,170,155.56from bank B to bank A on Aug 7, 2008 . This corresponds to a 31 day (1 month) loan with an annualized interest rate of 3.04000%.
Filter 4. Tiebreaking. As discussed in the text, the sample of transaction pairs surviving the filters described above contains a subset of loan deliveries that are matched to several different loan returns, and a subset of loan returns that are matched to several different loan deliveries. We apply three different methods to select between duplicate matching situations. Our default method is Option A: Choose the shortest maturity. The properties of the resulting set of transactions are, however, robust to whichever method is used, as discussed in the text.
Option A: Choose the shortest maturity If the duplicate matches represent different maturities, choose the shortest possible maturity. Among duplicate matches of the same maturity, choose randomly.
Option B: Choose randomly
Choose between all duplicate matches randomly.
Option C: Choose to minimize imputed rate distance from Libor fixing
Choose between all duplicate matches based on shortest absolute value of distance from Libor fixing. Among duplicate matches of the same absolute value of distance from Libor fixing, choose randomly.
Sections 4 and 5 of the main text describe a number of diagnostic tests to evaluate the properties of the algorithm's output. As one cross-check on our analysis, the graphical evidence in Figure 4 compares the distribution of measured interbank rates to different secured funding ask rates. Our prior is that these secured loans should not appear in our inferences, and in general will not be settled over the Fedwire Funds Service. Consistent with this prior, these secured funding ask rates, including OIS and various reverse repo rates, lie below the mass of the distribution of our measured loans made or intermediated by banks during the crisis. We see no evidence of a spike in loan volume at or below these secured funding rates. In Table 5 we consider which of several different bank wholesale funding instruments may be identified by the algorithm, and which instruments can be ruled out as being likely to be captured by the algorithm. 
